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Setting tool
Driver
Hex key 3/16
Sealer

Kit does not contain inserts
order separately.

Stop: Check that the valves are not open!
The only 100% way to know the valves are not open is to remove the valve cover and inspect the cam,
making sure that it is not depressing the valves on the damaged sparkplug hole.
Possible work around: this is a 2 man job.
Have someone turn the engine over by hand with a socket from the front of the engine. Turn the engine
over until it is going up on the compression stroke. Place your thumb at the top of the sparkplug hole at
the same time to block off the air. When you feel the engine compression stop pushing air against your
thumb the piston will be top dead center. Turn the engine a little more to be on the down stroke, both
valves should be closed at this point, and the piston should be out of the way.

Instructions are using a block of aluminum, which makes for better viewing.
This repair can be done with out removing the head
1) Ream the hole
Using the Wrench provide, place
the reamer into the square inside
wrench.
Tip: Packing the flutes with grease
will help to catch any stray chip
from going into the cylinder.
The reamer will also cut the
Countersink for the flange of the
insert to seat into. When you start
getting close to the stop collar
coming in contact with the head,
you will want to clean the chips
from the reamer so you have a
positive stop on the head without A: Ream the hole until
having any chips interfering.
black stop collar touches
the head.

Picture above shows: 45 degree
countersink for flange of insert.

2) Tap the hole
Tap the hole with the wrench
provided. There is a pilot at the
front of the tap to help guide it
straight into the hole.
Use contact or brake cleaner to
thoroughly clean out any
remaining chips and oil.

Mechanics Tip 1: Packing the
flutes with grease will help to catch
any stray chip from going into the
cylinder.
Mechanics Tip 2: Using a shopvac with a thin hose taped to the
nozzle is helpful removing any
remaining chips in the cylinder.

3) Setting tool

Remove collar for Triton & Ztech A: Screw the setting tool
style inserts! P/N 51459 P/N 51460
into the insert.

A:

B:
B: Lightly tighten the
socket cap screw.

C: Place Lock-tite around the
middle of the insert. and into the
clean prepared hole.
D: In a clockwise rotation tighten
the insert into the hole until the
flange of the insert is seated to the
head.
This is approximately 20 foot Lbs.
E: In a counter- clockwise
rotation, untighten the cap screw
with the allen key provided, This
will allow the setting tool to release
itself from the insert.
The allen key can be used at both
ends for a longer reach.
F: You can now remove the setting
tool from the insert.
4) Insert driver tool
Oil the bottom threads of the
insert driver with a few drops of
driver oil. This can also be 30wt
motor oil.
While screwing the driver into the
insert you will feel the driver start
to tighten up, with a little more
power continue through the insert
until it loosens up.

Remove driver, repair is complete.

C:

D:

E:

F:

Use wrench provided.

